Research methodology:

For drafting the concerned research, the researcher will utilize the historical, descriptive and analytical research procedure for which the secondary sources will be used. The Reference Books, Research Books, Booklets, magazines, weeklies, newspapers, drawings, maps, photos and electronic gadgets will be utilized.

Necessity of the Research

Malhararo Holkar was a great “Subhedar” who contributed a lot in the foundation of Maratha Empire. He also sacrifices his whole life for the building of Maratha Empire. A detailed study of his Political and cultural work will be undertaken in present investigation. Whatever blames were made by some historians are to be proved false with the help of some historical evidences in this study. Due to this study the actual work of a great person will come in front of society. Hence the present work is carried out.

Limitation of the Research

Every research work has the limitations of time, period and money. The similar limitations will be faced while commencing this research. The concerned research task has been limited only upto the overall contribution of the historical figure, Malharrao Holkar. Similarly, this research will be limited only to the impact of his contribution in the history of Maratha. Hence, there will be some limitations during this research work.
Work Plan:

The concerned research will have the following chapter planning.

Chapter First:-

The condition before the rise of Malharrao Holkar.

This chapter explained the condition of India and Maharashtra before rise of Malharrao Holkar. Social, political, economic, religious and cultural aspects were studied in it. On this basis how the condition becomes favorable for Malharrao Holkar’s political rise, also abhorred here. How a person get command over any particular unfavorable condition studied here with sufficient illustrations.

Chapter two:-

Research Methodology.

In this chapter the analysis of Malharrao Holkar’s total contribution. For that purpose the researcher applied the Historical research Methodology by internal and external criticism of historical documents, letters, valuable papers and the scientific evaluation will perform neatly. When there was any matter of controversy arose the emphasis laid on coordination of many historical researchers opinions. This chapter also laid emphasis on reflection by the references in Mughals and others documents about Malharrao Holkar’s contribution.
The review of other research material done by the researcher will also take into consideration. It comprises, G. S. Sardesai, Anandrao Faske, V. M. Bhave, V. K. Rajwade, Dalvi, Prof. G. H. Khare, S. M. Gorge, B. C. Bendre, D. B. Parasnis, N. C. Kelkar, Ram Ingle, Jadunath, Sarkar, Vinaya khadpekar, Dr. Balkrishan and Madhukar salgare.

Chapter three:-

The Development of Malharrao Holkar’s Personality

In this chapter the childhood of Malharrao Holkar, his conditioned behavior, learning, outline of his life, progress etc. are some points to study. In this chapter the period from childhood to enter into the dynamic politics of Malharrao Holkar was studied. Within this time the study of conditioned behaviors impact of thoughts, work and development, political obligation & work etc. are also taken into the study.

Chapter four:-

The Study of Malharao Holkar’s is political graph toward the success.

This chapter evaluated the political contribution of Malharrao Holkar. The foremost objective of this study is the relation kept by Malharrao Holkar with Peshwa, Chatrapati, Mughals, Britishers, French, Rajput, Jats etc. In this chapter the conditions which Malharrao faced at the beginning time was explained. The core of this chapter is the heightened graph of contribution of Malharrao Holker.
Chapter five:-

Conclusions

This chapter includes the summery of previous Chapters with detailed conclusions. New theoretical arrangement is also observed while taking the review of Malharrao Holkar’s contribution. Though the medieval condition was unfavorable to Malharrao, he glittered as a shining star with his caliber. He dragged the Subhedar post to the Maratha Empire. This chapter also observes the account of Malharrao’s limitation with his victorious spirit. This chapter also comprises the scientific criticism of his contribution.

Therefore in this research work the contribution of Malharrao Holkar in the History of Maratha discussed. Also he put new hypothesis in middle period. In that period though the conditions were unfavorable by his gallantry, bravery, diplomacy hoisted the Maratha flag in the North India with pride.

In this present research Malharrao Holkar’s contribution and historical caliber is very well justified by putting relevant literature data. In this study the descriptive design made very neatly. As in the historical research in order to study the person’s contribution this descriptive design is very much important because whatever the incidences happened has to be put and studied as it is from the documents. The previous historical researches who does not studied different views are to be highlighted in the present work.